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ABSTRACT
Designing of a multi-purpose plant as one of the well-known manufacturing systems is more challenging than other
manufacturing systems. This paper applies a stochastic colored Petri net (CPN) to design and analyze multi-purpose
plants. A simple approach is proposed to determine the utilization of shared resources and to reduce the equipment’s
idle times. Three scenarios are presented to describe the proposed model. Generally, according to desire of a decision
maker, different scenarios can be considered in the model to achieve to the expected design or plant configuration. The
main characteristics of the proposed model are flexibility, the easiness of practical application and the simulation of the
model in an easy way.
Keywords: Multi-Purpose Plant; Stochastic Colored Petri Net; Simulation

1. Introduction
In multi-purpose plant, various products can be produced
by sharing the available resources such as equipment,
raw material, labor, intermediates, and utilities over the
time horizon of planning [1,2]. In fact, in multi-purpose
plant, each product follows its own separate processing
sequence by using the available factor of production [3].
These types of the production plant are very appropriately encountering with fluctuated market demands of
various products. Because of the flexible nature of multipurpose plant, designing such a plant is more challenging
and sophisticated than other manufacturing systems that
produce a single product. Design problem is defined as
finding the best combination of the available resources to
be installed and the task operation [2]. Therefore, to utilize the common resources efficiently and effectively, it
is necessary to design the plant in a rational way to achieve equipment’s idle times reduction and consequently
operational cost of the plant reduction.
Because of its graphical nature, simple mathematical
support, clearness and compactness to represent complex
and dynamic behavior, Petri net (PN) has been extensively applied in model, analysis and control of production systems [4]. Also, colored Petri nets as an extension
of ordinary Petri nets belong to the area of the discrete
event systems [5]. To model the multi-purpose plant, as a
discrete event system and due to probabilistic/stochastic
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nature of operational time of equipment’s, a stochastic
colored Petri net is selected for modeling the multi-purpose plant.
The main aim of this paper is to propose a simple approach to determine the utilization of the common
equipment’s and other factor of production and to reduce
the equipment’s idle times based on stochastic colored
Petri net in the design of a multi-purpose plant.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 surveys on relevant literature and describes the research motivation. Section 3 describes the principles of
the ordinary and colored Petri nets. Section 4 presents the
colored Petri net model for a specific multi-purpose plant.
A numerical example and simulation results are given in
Section 5, and finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 6.

2. Literature Review and Research
Motivation
An increasingly exploration in multi-purpose processing
has been obvious in recent years. A comprehensive review of the multi-purpose plant design can be found in
Barbosa-Povoa [2]. Castro et al. [6] developed two types
of mathematical formulation based on Resource-Task
Network (RTN) representation-mixed-integer non-linear
programs and mixed-integer linear programs—according
to the types of tasks and objective functions. Heo et al. [7]
proposed the cyclic scheduling, planning and design of
ENG
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the multi-purpose plant using a non-linear program. Bernal-Haro et al. [8] presented a multi-objective model for
designing a multi-purpose plant and developed a ge- netic algorithm (GA) for solving the design problem. Multi-cell modeling using colored Petri Nets applied to planar cell polarity proposed by Gao et al. [9] They presented an approach to model at different spatial scales,
applied to a tissue comprising multiple hexagonally
packed cells in a honeycomb formation in order to describe the phenomenon of Planar Cell Polarity (PCP).
They presented an approach to model this phenomenon
by applying colored Petri Nets (CPN). The aim was to
discover the basic principles of implementing CPN to
model a multi-cellular system with a hierarchical structure while keeping the model mathematically tractable.
Lin and Floudas [10] proposed a continuous formulation
based on State-Task Network (STN) to address the design of the best choice of the main equipment units and
associated schedule. Cavin et al. [11] developed a multiobjective mathematical model that takes safety, technical
limitation and short term availability of units into consideration. They proposed a Tabu Search (TS) to determine the number of equipment units to be installed. Dynamic modeling approach to simulate vehicle routing and
actual traffic information using Timed Colored Petri Nets
(TCNPs) proposed by Cao and Xing [12]. They considered that the traffic conditions are variable and the location of the vehicle changes continuously, how to efficiently find a real-time optimal route based on the traffic
level on the roads poses significant design challenges.
They used simulation method and found that the simulation results will provide timesaving route guidance reflecting real-time varying traffic conditions. Cavin et al.
[3] developed a method that optimizes the design of a
single chemical process to be implemented in a multipurpose plant with considering the connectivity constraint. They proposed a Tabu Search to solve the presented multi-objective combinatorial non-linear problem.
The authors apply the algorithm on three cases. The first
case study was compared with an optimal solution while
for the others, no optimal solutions were obtained. Pinto
et al. [13] used the RTN representation to the design of
multi-purpose plant. In their proposed model, the equipment choice as well as plant topology and associated
schedule were defined simultaneously. Pan et al. [14]
presented a precedence-based mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation for short-term scheduling
of multi-purpose batch plant. In the proposed model,
multi-purpose plants were described with the modified
STN approach. The authors developed an iterative procedure to determine the appropriate number of batch that
leads to a global optimal solution. Pinto et al. [15] studied the design of multi-purpose plant considering economic aspects. The model was offered the optimal soluCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

tion by multi-objective optimization defining the efficient frontier. The model was presented the identification
of range of a range of optimal plant topologies, facilities
design and storage policies that minimize the total cost as
well as maximize total revenue of the system.
Also, because of its characteristics that will be described in the Section 3, Petri net and its extensions such
as colored PN, timed PN, stochastic PN and stochastic
colored PN have been widely applied to the modeling,
analysis and control of the manufacturing systems [4]. A
thorough review on PNs and their applications in manufacturing systems can be found in Tuysuz and Kahraman
[16].
According to the above literature review, it is found
that none of the researchers have applied the stochastic
colored Petri net to model the multi-purpose plant. This
is our major motivation for this paper.

3. Petri Net Concepts
This section gives a brief introduction to the Petri net
found in the literature.

3.1. Ordinary Petri Net
The Petri net theory was designed by Carl Adam Petri in
1962 in his Ph.D. Thesis. At the end of 60s and beginning of 70s, it has been developed in MIT as we know
today [17]. Petri nets are the graphical and mathematical
tool for describing systems that are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel and
nondeterministic [17]. Petri net has a function similar to
flowcharts, block diagrams, logical trees and networks.
A marked Petri net PN   N , M 0  is a pair and
N   P, T , I , O  is a 4-tuple which is called PN structure,
where:
1) P   p1 , p2 , , pm  is a finite set of places that illustrated by circles or ellipses.
2) T  t1 , t2 , , tn  is a finite set of transitions that
illustrated by bars or rectangular boxes, P  T   and
P T   .
3) I : P  T  N is a set of directed arc namely input function that indicates flow relation from P to T.
4) O : T  P  N is a set of directed arc namely output function that indicates flow relation from T to P.
5) M 0 : P  1, 2, is the initial marking whose ith
component represents the number of tokens in the ith
place that illustrated by dots in associated places.
A marked PN and its elements are depicted in Figure 1.
In PNs, transitions represent events, actions or processes, and places represent conditions, states or buffers.
Also, tokens are used in PNs to simulate the dynamic
behavior and concurrent activities of systems [16,17].
The behavior many systems can be described in terms
of system state and their actions. Due to simulate the
ENG
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Figure 1. A marked ordinary PN.
(a)

dynamic behavior of a system, a state or marking in a
marked Petri net is changed regarding to the following
transition (firing) rules [17]:
1) A transition t is called enable, if each input place p
of t has at least w  p, t  tokens, where w  p, t  is the
weight of the arc from p to t.
2) A firing of an enabled transition t removes w  p, t 
tokens from input places and adds w  t , p  tokens to the
output place.
A typical example Petri net using the well-known
chemical reaction is illustrated in Figure 2. Figures 2(a)
and (b) depicted the marking before and after firing the
enabled transition t, respectively.
More details and discussion about basic concepts of
PNs, are presented by Murata [17,18].

H2

N
2
2
H2O

O2

N

t

(b)

Figure 2. Example of transition firing of H2O generation (a)
Before firing (b) After firing [17].

3.2. Colored Petri Net (CPN)
A major limitation of the ordinary PN is the increasing
quantity of places and transitions to represent complex
systems that occur in the real world [19]. Thus, modeling
and analyzing the real world systems is troublesome to
do. To succeed in facing this difficulty, colored Petri net
has been introduced by Jensen [20]. In the ordinary Petri
net, if the tokens are recognizable, it is called CPN. Colored Petri net is very suitable for modeling the discrete
event systems.
According to formal definition, a CPN model is a
9-tuple CPN   , P, T , A, N , C , G, E , I  where [21]:
(1)  : is a finite set of non-empty types, called color sets.
(2) P: is a finite set of places.
(3) T: is a finite set of transitions.
(4) A: is a finite set of arc such that
P T  P  A  T  A   .
(5) N: A  P  T  T  P is a node function.
(6) C : P   is a color function.
(7) G: is a guard function. It is defined from T.
(8) E: is an arc function. It is defined from A.
(9) I: is a initialization function. It is defined from P.
The sets of P, T , A and N are similar to that of described for ordinary Petri nets. C maps every place in the
net, including them in a color set. G maps all the transiCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

tions on the net, moderating the flow of tokens according
to Boolean expression. E maps each arc on the net, associating them to a compatible expression with the possible
color set. Ultimately, I maps the places on the net, associating them on the existent multi-sets [19]. An example
of CPN and its firing are shown in Figure 3.
The place p1 has a token of color 1 (red), and the place
p2 has two tokens of color 2 (blue). Transition t1 is
enable (capable to fire), because wR  p1 , t1   M R  p1 
and wB  p2  t1   M B  p2  , where wR  p1 , t1  is the red
color weight of the arc from p1 to t1 , wB  p2  t1  is
the blue color weight of the arc from p2 to t1 ,
M R  p1  is the number of red tokens in the place p1
and finally M B  p2  is the number of blue tokens in the
place p2 . So, firing of t1 will remove a token of color
1 (red) from p1 and a token of color 2 (blue) from p2
and will add two tokens of color 1 (red) to the p3 (because wR  t1 , p3   2 ).
It should be noted that the data association to the tokens makes the model more compact.
The concept of time was not considered in preliminary
ordinary Petri nets [16], but for many practical applications such as manufacturing systems modeling, the addition of time is indispensable. In PNs and its extensions,
time often assigned to transitions. If we consider a funcENG
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Figure 4. State-task network representation for producing
two products S4 and S5 [22].
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Figure 3. Example of transition firing in CPN (a) Before
firing; (b) After firing.

Regarding to aforesaid definition, a multi-purpose plant
basically consists of a set of shared resources for producing a variety of products, according to client demand.
Our target in this paper is to determine the utilization of
the common equipment’s and to recommend the scenarios to reduce the idle times.
A simple multi-purpose plant is given in Figure 4, in
State-Task Network representation, which is selected
from Barbosa-Povoa et al. [1].
The presented plant is designed to produce two main
products S7 and S8 using three tasks (T1 to T3). Our
multi-purpose plant consists of three machines (M1 to
M3) and two Robots (R1 and R2). R1 is assigned to
loading and unloading workpieces, S1 and S2 on both
machines M1 and M2. R2 is dedicated to loading and
unloading processed parts (S3 and S4) on M3. A buffer
with capacity of two intermediate parts between the machines M1 and M2 is considered. There are two incomeing conveyers for S1 and S2, separately. Also, there are
three pallets for incoming parts S1, and S2. After delivering a final product S4 and S5, respectively, assigned
pallet are automatically defixtured and then fixtured with
the new parts S2 and S1, respectively and ultimately reCopyright © 2012 SciRes.
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tion  that associates a transition firing ratio   t  in
each transition t  T , a stochastic Petri net is obtained.

4. Colored Petri Net for a Simple
Multi-Purpose Plant
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Figure 5. The CPN model of the simple multi-purpose plant.

turn to the related incoming conveyers.
The CPN of pre mentioned multi-purpose plant is
shown in Figure 5.
The type workpiece presents the parts (S1 and S2) to
be processed for producing two products S4 and S5.
Since that S1 is processed to produce S4 for simplicity
S1 and S4 are renamed to A and also, S2 and S5 are renamed to B. we mean the part A is used to produce the
product A and the part B is used to produce the product
B (the part B has more weight in producing the product B
than the part A). The type pallet presents an empty pallet
ENG
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Table 1. Description of places used in the proposed CPN.
Place

Description

P1

Part A available on the plant

P2

Part B available on the plant

P3

Parts ready for loading

P4

M1 in process

P5

M2 in process

P6

Processed part ready

P7

Product available in the warehouse

P8

M3 in process

P9

Product B available

P10

M1 idle

P11

R1 idle

P12

M2 idle

P13

Buffer has free capacity

P14

M3 idle

P15

R2 idle

Table 2. Description of transitions used in the proposed
CPN.
Transition

Description

t1

Loading pallets with part A

t2

Loading pallets with part B

t3

Loading part A on M2

t4

Loading part B on M1

t5

Machining M2 and unloading processed part A from
M2

t6

Machining M1 and unloading processed part B from
M1

t7

Loading processed part A and B on M3

t8

Machining M3 and unloading assembled part A and
B from M3

t9

Moving finished product A to the warehouse

t10

Moving finished product B to the warehouse

t11

Delivering the finished product A to the customer

t12

Delivering the finished product B to the customer

after delivering the finished product.
Places and transitions of the CPN model are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
In the propose CPN model, transition t1 has one input
place P1 and one output place P3. A token in the place
P1 denotes that at least one part A is available in the
plant. After firing t1, P3 contains one part A. Similarly
for the transition t2, after firing t2, P2 contains one part B.
Transition t3 has three input places P3, p11 and p12 and
one output place P5. For enabling the t3, R1 and M2
must be idle and part B must be available. After firing t3,
P5 has one token type B. This condition is the same for
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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t4. Transition t5 has two input places P5 and P13 and
four output places P6, P11, P12 and P13. After firing t5,
processed part A is available in the P6, P13 contains one
token and half of buffer capacity is occupied and M2 and
R1 are idled. Similarly, for transition t6, after firing the
transition, processed part B is ready in the P6, buffer
capacity is occupied and M1 and R1 are idled. Transition
t7 has three input places P6, P14 and P15 and one output
place P8. For enabling the transition t7, processed part A
and B must be ready and M3 and R2 must be idled.
Transition t8 has one input place P8 and three output
places P9, P14 and P15. After firing the transition t8, M3
and R2 are idled and product B is available. Transition t9
has one input place P6 and two output places P1 and P7.
After firing t9, one empty pallet is filled by part A and
one finished product A is available in the warehouse.
Similarly, for t10, after firing this transition, one empty
pallet is filled by part B and one finished product B is
available in the warehouse.

5. Numerical Example and Simulation
Result
In this section, a fictitious problem is considered. For
examining the behavior of the modeled system,
CPNTools as a simulation software is used. This software was developed by Aarhus University for modeling,
simulation and analysis of CPN. CPNTools can be obtained via the website http://cpntools.org. Generally, by
making simulation process of the CPN model, it is possible to examine different scenarios and explore the behavior of the system. In fact, the simulation process produces a way to investigate different scenarios and to
check whether the model works as expected. More information about CPN modeling language and the way of
construction, simulation and performance analysis the
CPN models by CPNTools is presented by Jensen et al.
[21].
It should be noted that because of probabilistic/stochastic nature of the firing rate in the real world, an exponentially distributed random variable is assigned to
each transition.
Transition firing rate of the made-up example is given
in Table 3.
With the parameters given in the Table 3 and assumptions of the considered plant that were described in the
Section 4, the average of equipment’s idle times (in 480
minutes) that obtained from ten simulated models, are
summarized in Table 4. This case is called as scenario 1.
In the scenario 1, the utilization of R2 is very low.
Therefore, under the new scenario called scenario 2, the
unloading function of the R1 is dedicated to the R2. The
result of this case of simulation is given in the Table 5.
Concerning the scenario 2, it can be noticed that the
idle times of R2, M1, M2 and M3 were reduced, signifiENG
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Table 3. Transition firing rates and time functions of the
made-up example.
Transition

Firing rate (unit/hour)

Time function (min)

t1

40

exp(1.5)

t2

40

exp(1.5)

t3

20

exp(3)

t4

20

exp(3)

t5

5

exp(12)

t6

4

exp(15)

t7

15

exp(4)

t8

4

exp(15)

t9

12

exp(5)

t10

12

exp(5)

t11

2

exp(30)

t12

2

exp(30)

Table 6. Result of simulation of the scenario 3.
Equipment

R1

R2

M1

M2

M3

Idle time (min)

97

173

53

48

74

Table 4. Result of simulation of the scenario 1.
Equipment

R1

R2

M1

M2

M3

Idle time (min)

64

361

73

68

112

Table 5. Result of simulation of the scenario 2.
Equipment

R1

R2

M1

M2

M3

Idle time (min)

118

202

61

58

100

cantly.
Here, we consider another scenario named as scenario
3 that in which larger space for buffer is assigned than
the current condition. Considered space has the capacity
of four intermediate part between two machines M1 and
M2. The equipment’s idle times under this scenario and
take the assumption of scenario 2 into consideration are
shown in Table 6.
In this case, by increasing the capacity of buffer space
from 2 to 4, all equipments’ idle times were decreased.
Figure 6 gives the comparison results of equipment’s
idle times of three examined scenarios. It is obvious that
scenario 3 is significantly better than others.
Other scenarios can be examined, for example, we can
increase the number of pallets, or we can improve operational time of equipment’s (if possible) and then simulate
the model and achieve to the expected condition.

6. Conclusion
Due to flexible nature of multi-purpose plant, designing
these types of plants is very complex. This study proposed a stochastic colored Petri net for modeling and
analyzing the multi-purpose plant. Advantages of the
presented model can be highlighted as follows: flexibility
of the model, simplicity and easiness of practical appliCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 6. Comparison result of three scenarios.

cation and simulation the model in an easy way. In this
paper, we supposed three scenarios and observed the
result of simulation. With regard to desire of a decision
maker, by sensitivity analysis and generating different
scenarios, it is possible to achieve to the expected condition. In this study, we neglected economic/financial consideration of each scenario. For further research, considering the economic aspects is recommended.
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